Genome-wide association scans are rapidly becoming reality, but there is no present consensus regarding genotyping strategies to optimise the discovery of true genetic risk factors. For a given investment in genotyping, should tag SNPs be selected in a gene-centric manner, or instead, should coverage be optimised based on linkage disequilibrium alone? We explored this question using empirical data from the HapMap-ENCODE project, and we found that tags designed specifically to capture common variation in exonic and evolutionarily conserved regions provide good coverage for 15-30% of the total common variation (depending on the population sample studied), and yield genotype savings compared with an anonymous tagging approach that captures all common variation. However, the same number of tags based on linkage disequilibrium alone captures substantially more (30 -46%) of the total common variation. Therefore, the best strategy depends crucially on the unknown degree to which functional variation resides in recognisable exons and evolutionarily conserved sequence. A hypothetical but reasonable scenario might be one in which trait-causing variation is equally distributed between exons plus conserved sequence, and the rest of the genome. In this scenario, our analysis suggests that a tagging approach that captures variation in exons and conserved sequence provides only modestly better coverage of putatively causal variation than does anonymous tagging. In HapMap CEU samples (with northern and western European ancestry), we observed roughly equivalent coverage for equal investment for both tagging strategies.
Introduction
Significant efforts have been made to characterise common genetic variation throughout the human genome, such as the International HapMap Project, 1, 2 and to examine genebased variation at greater depth through resequencing. 3 Yet, our understanding of the genetic basis of complex traits and common disease remains far from complete. Considerable advances in SNP genotyping technology have led to genome-wide association studies of complex traits becoming a realistic prospect. 4 There is considerable divergence of opinion, however, regarding the optimal approach to selecting markers to capture the genetic variation underlying complex traits. These views range from screens of 'anonymous' SNPs across the genome chosen solely on the basis of regional patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) to those focusing explicitly on SNPs in protein coding or evolutionarily conserved regions. 5 The paucity of confirmed complex-trait susceptibility genes thus far identified precludes a definitive conclusion as to what may be considered the best approach. Intuitively, the best approach will largely depend on the assumed distribution of causal variation between coding and conserved regions, and the rest of the genome. Here, we address the more technical aspect of the genotyping effort involved in these two alternative approaches using empirical data from the HapMap-EN-CODE project. 2 This resource contains 17 944 SNPs (one SNP per 279 bp) genotyped in the HapMap DNA samples across ten 500 kb regions, and can be considered nearcomplete with respect to common variation (SNPs with Z5% frequency). 2 Collectively, these 10 regions are representative of the genome in terms of gene density and nonexonic conservation. 2 We have determined the number of tag SNPs needed to capture the common genetic variation for several gene-based tagging approaches, evaluated the amount of total common variation captured by these tags, and finally, evaluated one of these gene-based tagging strategies in the realistic scenario where genotyping resources (ie, number of tag SNPs) are considered fixed.
Materials and methods

Data sets
We used phased genotype data generated as part of the HapMap-ENCODE project (release 16c. (These regions correspond to the 'intersect consensus elements' from the 'ENCODE Comparative Genomics' track at the UCSC browser.) We termed this set 'excon SNPs'. These three SNP sets reflect specific gene-based tagging strategies. The 'excon' approach captures the spirit of the 'exon SNP' strategy, but makes the rather uncontroversial extension that conserved sequence points to as yet uncharacterised genes or other regions of potentially functional importance. 10, 11 The fourth tagging strategy was simply to capture all observed common SNPs across all 10 ENCODE regions, regardless of gene annotation; we termed these 'anonymous SNPs'. The characteristics of these four sets of putatively causal alleles are shown in Table 1 .
Tag SNP selection For a given set of putatively causal alleles (transcription, exon, excon, anonymous SNPs), we used the program Tagger 12 (http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/tagger/) to derive a set of tag SNPs such that each common SNP (Z5%) in that set was captured with r 2 Z0.8 either by a single marker 13 or by a specified haplotype. 12 This multimarker approach essentially maintains an identical set of 1 d.f. 
Comparative evaluation of tagging strategies
For the four tagging strategies -transcription, exon, excon and anonymous -we evaluated the selected tags by their ability to capture the total common variation across all 10 ENCODE regions, in terms of the proportion of common SNPs captured with r 2 Z0.8, and the mean maximum r 2 with which each common SNP is captured. We also characterised the relative cost-effectiveness of excon and anonymous tags given finite genotyping resources. First, we compared the performance of excon tags with that of the same number of randomly chosen tags. These 'random N tags' were a set of SNPs, equal in number to the excon tags, but selected at random from all the common SNPs in the ENCODE regions, and as such did not exploit the observed LD relationships between the SNPs. Second, we compared the excon tags with the same number (N) of best-performing anonymous tags (ie those selected solely on the basis of LD relationships). These 'best N' tags were the subset of anonymous tags with the most proxies (ie SNPs captured at r 2 Z0.8). 12 Thirdly, we evaluated the performance of these best N tags at capturing the common SNPs that reside in exons and conserved sequence. It is likely, however, that the common variation in exons and conserved sequence will represent only a fraction f of the total putatively causal variation in the genome. The proportion of the total trait-causing variation (C causal ) that is captured by a set of tags can be approximated by:
where C excon is the proportion of excon variation captured, and C all is the proportion of total variation captured. For each analysis panel (YRI, CEU and CHB þ JPT), we estimated C causal for f ranging from 0.05 to 1.0, comparing the excon tags to the same number of anonymous tags (based on LD alone).
Results
We have examined the performance of three gene-based tagging approaches using common SNPs (frequency Z5%) from 10 ENCODE regions together with sequence annotations from the GENCODE project, and compared them with an anonymous tagging approach (in which tags are selected solely on the basis of LD structure, irrespective of gene annotation).
Using Tagger 12 we picked tags such that each SNP in a given set (listed in Table 1 ) is captured by a single marker with pairwise r 2 Z0.8. We found that 3140 anonymous tags were needed to capture all the common variation in the YRI samples, 1360 in CEU and 1361 in CHB þ JPT, which correspond to genotype savings of three-to six-fold relative to the total number of common SNPs in the data ( Table 2) . As expected, these savings track with the extent of LD in the respective population samples. When we considered the transcription tagging strategy, we found genotype savings of about three-fold compared with anonymous tagging. Between 464 (CEU) and 961 (YRI) tag SNPs captured roughly 40% of the total common variation with r 2 Z0.8 (with a mean maximum r 2 of 0.46).
As gene footprints are large contiguous segments that make up 34% of this data set, this result is not surprising as tagging a subset of chromosomes would require an effort roughly proportional to the fraction of the genome those chromosomes cover. The greatest genotyping savings can be achieved by the exon tagging strategy (Table 2) . Beyond the exons themselves, however, the exon tags in general perform poorly, capturing not more than 18% of the total common variation with r 2 Z0.8 in CEU, and as little as 10% in YRI.
However, the focused tagging of excon SNPs (those SNPs in exons and regions of convincing evolutionary conserva- The tags are evaluated with respect to their ability to capture all common (Z5%) variation in the ENCODE data.
Gene-based tag SNP selection S Wiltshire et al tion) yields genotype savings of between eight-fold (CEU and CHB þ JPT) and 13-fold (YRI) compared with anonymous tagging, and provides tags that capture approximately a quarter of the total common variation. For example, 157 tags in CEU captured 28% of the total common variation and all excon SNPs at r 2 Z0.8 (with a mean maximum r 2 of 0.41) in the complete set of 7627 common SNPs ( Table 2 ). The tagging performance in YRI was not as good: 240 tags captured only 17% of all common SNPs at r 2 Z0.8 (with a mean maximum r 2 of 0.30).
As the excon tagging strategy is commonly proposed for reasons noted earlier, and appears to offer good coverage given genotyping investment, we sought to characterise further how well these excon tags performed in terms of coverage of the total common variation. First, we examined whether the excon tags provided better, worse or equivalent coverage than a randomly selected set of markers of equivalent density. We randomly picked common SNPs as tags from the complete ENCODE data (without consideration of LD structure), equal in number (N) to the excon tags, to generate a set of 'random N' tags. Strikingly, excon tags were significantly worse than these 'random N' tags at capturing the total common variation. In 100 random trials, the fraction of common SNPs captured with r 2 Z0.8 was higher for the 'random N' tags than for the excon tags 93 times for YRI, 96 times for CEU and all 100 times for CHB þ JPT samples. In terms of the mean maximum r 2 , the 'random N' tags were consistently better than the excon tags (Table 3) . We next evaluated the best set of anonymous (LD-based) tags, again equal in number (N) to the excon tags. We did this by preferentially picking those SNPs as tags that have the most proxies. 12 Not surprisingly, coverage of this 'best N' tag set was much better with respect to the total common variation than random tags: 440% of the SNPs were captured with r 2 Z0.8 (with a mean maximum r 2 40.50) for CEU and CHB þ JPT samples, and 430% for YRI samples (with a mean maximum r 2 40.40) ( Table 3) .
(The 'best N' tag set also captured between 40% (YRI) and 59% (CEU) of the common SNPs (with r 2 Z0.8) found solely in exons and conserved sequence.) Therefore, focusing exclusively on excon tags does enable great efficiency, but it comes at a considerable penalty for the detection of causal variants that reside in the remaining 95% of the genome. As multimarker tagging approaches are becoming more popular, 14, 15 we decided to repeat some of these analyses using the haplotype-based approach that we described recently. 12 For all tagging strategies, the multimarker approach improved genotyping efficiency significantly, although the relative efficiency savings made by focused tagging of transcription SNPs were much the same as for pairwise tagging. Multimarker excon tagging -in which between 133 (CHB þ JPT) and 203 (YRI) tags were neededyields genotype savings of between six-fold (for CEU and CHB þ JPT samples) and nine-fold (for YRI) ( Table 2 ). These efficiency savings are not as impressive as the corresponding values in pairwise tagging. The reduced effectiveness of the multimarker approach is likely to be the result of the small size of the excon regions, limiting efficiency by not taking advantage of long-range LD. 16 Again, we observed that excon tags performed worse at capturing the total common variation than equivalent numbers of 'random N' tags and 'best N' tags. The 'best N' tags themselves, however, captured with r 2 Z0.8 between 49% (YRI) and 68% (CEU) of common variation in excon region (Table 3) . Known exons and evolutionarily conserved regions are likely to contain only a fraction of the total putatively traitcausing variation in the genome. We have estimated the impact of the relative distribution of putatively causal variation between excons and the rest of the genome on the performance of the excon and 'best N' anonymous tagging strategies (Figure 1 ). Both excon and anonymous Random N' and 'best N' refer to tags picked at random and based on LD, respectively, equal in number to the set of excon tags; 'Anonymous' refers to all common (Z5%) SNPs in the ENCODE data.
tagging demonstrate equal coverage for equal genotyping investment when a minority of the putatively causal variation -approximately 20 -26% (YRI), 30 -41% (CEU), 28 -37% (CHB þ JPT) -lies within recognisable excon regions (Figure 1 ). At these proportions where the costeffectiveness is equal for excon and anonymous tagging strategies, we observe that 33% of all causal variation is captured with pairwise r 2 Z0.8 in YRI, 50% in CEU and 46% in CHB þ JPT. As the distribution of causal variation shifts more towards excon regions, the excon tagging strategy captures more of the total functional variation and consequently will become significantly more cost-effective. Clearly, the converse is true when causal variation is found overwhelmingly in regions of the genome other than exons and conserved sequence. The optimal tagging approach will therefore depend crucially on the assumed genetic architecture of the trait under investigation.
Discussion
Using the most extensive resequencing and annotation data sets available at present, we have examined a number of seemingly distinct tagging strategies to capture common genetic variation. The respective performance of genebased and anonymous tagging approaches to capture putatively causal variation in a genome-wide context will obviously depend on the relative distribution of this variation between exons and conserved sequence, and the rest of the genome. If all trait-causing variation were to lie in the 5% of DNA found in excons, then there are substantial gains (eight-to 13-fold, in our study) in terms of genotyping effort to be made by adopting the excontagging approach. If, at the opposite end of the genetic spectrum, trait-causing variation is uniformly distributed throughout the genome, in such a way as not to be overrepresented in exonic or conserved regions, then an excon tagging approach comes at a cost of missing more than half of the total trait-causing variation. Genotyping the same number of anonymous tags based on LD provides significantly better genome-wide coverage despite the risk of missing functionally important variants in regions of low LD. 17 The true state of nature, of course, lies between these two extremes. Our study suggests that for a plausible scenario of an equal distribution of causal variation between excon regions and the rest of the genome, genotyping excon tags provides somewhat better coverage than with genotyping the same number of anonymous tags. This improvement is quite small (B7%) in the case of multimarker tagging of CEU samples, but more sizeable (B16%) for YRI samples (Figure 1) . However, we note that these estimates may be biased given that the ENCODE data set covers only a tiny fraction of the genome. We conclude that these apparent differences may amount to little practical significance, and that we see, perhaps surprisingly, roughly equal coverage for equal investment.
As genome-wide genotyping products are becoming available, each investigator will have to decide how causal variation is likely to be distributed across the genome for the phenotype of interest, and how well such products capture these putatively causal variants. This is relevant because, in reality, investigators are not likely to have the resources to customise an array with SNPs of their choice (that optimally capture the presumed set of putatively causal alleles). A recent analysis demonstrates that the Affymetrix GeneChip Mapping 500K and Illumina Sentrix HumanHap300 BeadChip arrays achieve comparable coverage of common variation across the genome despite differences in the design of these products. 18 Lastly, we note that our analysis did not include less common SNPs or rare sequence variants. It is clear, however, that rare variation can be an important component of the genetic architecture of complex diseases. Although indirect haplotype-based methods have been proposed for testing such variants, complete ascertainment by resequencing will be the only comprehensive approach to expose the full spectrum of causal variants that contribute to trait heritability. This is currently feasible for selected genomic regions (eg, for follow-up of initial findings). It is also possible to design genome-wide panels supplemented with less common (rare) variants of biological importance (for instance, coding variants and splice site mutations) and therefore likely to have a much higher prior probability of playing a role in disease. Figure 1 Impact of the relative distribution of causal variation on the performance of excon and anonymous tagging strategies. The coverage of the total causal variation captured by excon tags (solid lines) and the same number (best N) of LD-based anonymous tags (broken lines) is plotted as a function of the proportion of the causal variation residing in excon regions. The coverage (y-axis) is given in terms of % common SNPs captured with pairwise r 2 Z0.8 for the YRI (green), CEU (orange) and CHB þ JPT (magenta) analysis panels.
